Welcome to VxBlock Advantage – a new webinar series bringing together Dell Technologies leaders, industry analysts and real-world customer experiences to help you explore top-of-mind topics and benefit from the latest trends in converged infrastructure and beyond.

Join us September 25th at 12:00 PM EDT for a webinar featuring new Evaluator Group research

VxBlock 1000 Converged Infrastructure: For More Cost-Effective, Higher-Scale VDI Than in the Public Cloud

REGISTER NOW
Ask Dell EMC CI!
Reach out to us at any time. We want to hear from you to know how we can make your Dell EMC converged infrastructure experience even better!

For information on how Dell protects your personal data, see the Dell Privacy Statement here. You can unsubscribe at any time.

**MIXING IT UP (YOUR WORKLOADS, THAT IS)**
Consolidate, Optimize and Protect

View this brief animated video to see why enterprises worldwide rely on the VxBlock 1000 for mission-critical workloads like VDI, SAP, Oracle and SQL.

[VIEW VIDEO]

**VDI on VxBlock: Easier Than Ever**

Dell EMC has just released a new Ready Architecture for VDI with VMware Horizon on VxBlock 1000. Guides include comprehensive architectural and sizing recommendations backed by detailed validation to help you confidently deploy VDI. Evaluator Group research analyst Eric Slack will present the related total cost of ownership (TCO) benefits of this solution during the Sept. 25th webinar.

Download the documentation today on our [VDI Info Hub].

[GO TO VDI INFO HUB]
“… VxBlock VDI solution 30% to 45% less than AWS WorkSpaces.”

A LOOK AHEAD: INDUSTRY AND DELL EMC INSIGHTS

Did you know?

The flexible perpetual design of VxBlock 1000 minimizes the costly “technical debt” so often experienced with other systems. Learn more in a new Wikibon research report that explores how VxBlock 1000 helps you modernize High-Value Traditional Applications by perpetually supporting new technologies, bringing a cloud operating model to your data center and applying advanced analytics to get more value from your data.

Coming soon

In October, Wikibon analyst Peter Burris (author of the report mentioned at the left) will be joining us for a webinar to dig into his research as we explore the value of cloud-enabled infrastructure for high-value workloads. Look for webinar registration details in the next edition of VxBlock Advantage, and follow along on Twitter (@DellEMC_CI) for the latest VxBlock news!